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Abstract

Introduction. Small-ruminant lentivirus (SRLV) infection is widespread across Europe. It causes substantial economic losses in
sheep breeding. The main route of SRLV infection is through the mother’s milk, especially colostrum However, infection can
also occur via contact between infected and healthy animals. It should be noted that the mechanisms of contact infection
are still relatively poorly understood. The virus can also spread through a flock via an aerogenic mechanism.
Objective. Due to the increased risk of SRLV infection in sheep bred in an alcove system, this study sought to define the
effect of various selected factors associated with alcove breeding on the frequency of SRLV infection in sheep
Materials and method. Risk factors associated with small-ruminant lentivirus (SRLV) infection were analyzed among
flocks of sheep in central-eastern Poland. Ninety-eight sheep flocks were selected for detailed investigation and included
6,470 ewes and 15 breeds and lines. Serologic testing of blood samples was used to identify infected animals and evaluate
the epidemiologic status of particular flocks. Specific antibodies for Maedi Visna Virus (MVV) were detected via ELISA.
Questionnaires were used to gather information concerning risk factors. 
Results. The study’s results indicate that factors associated with environmental conditions under which sheep are kept
play a significant role in determining the risk of SRLV infection. 
Conclusions. Special attention should be focused on airborne contamination associated with the technologies used in sheep
breeding. Breeding technologies that limit airborne contamination in farm buildings should be employed. In developing
programmes to eliminate SLRV in sheep flocks, improvement of zoohygenic conditions should also be considered.
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INTRODUCTION
Small-ruminant lentivirus (SRLV) infection is widespread
across Europe and causes substantial economic losses in
sheep breeding [1, 2]. SRLV infection is characterized by a
relatively long period of incubation. The symptoms are rarely
observed in lambs but intensify with age [3, 4].
The most successful method for preventing the spread of
the virus in sheep flocks is to eliminate SRLV-seropositive
individuals and replace them with SRLV-free animals. This
method was successfully applied in Iceland. Unfortunately,
this method of SRLV elimination is not only costly, it also
reduces the genetic potential of flocks, which in some cases
may have taken many years of selection to form [5, 6, 7].
The potential for negative economic impact represents a
significant problem in the introduction of programmes
aimed at eradicating SRLV and has been discussed by many
authors [8, 9]. In addition to the above-mentioned factors,
those that promote the spread of viruses in sheep flocks,
should also be considered in the development of new SRLV
elimination programmes.
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The main route of SRLV infection is through the mother’s
milk, especially colostrum [10, 11]; however, infection can
also occur via contact between infected and healthy animals.
It should be noted that the mechanisms of contact infection
are still relatively poorly understood. Some authors have
suggested that water contaminated by the saliva or nasal
discharges of infected sheep is one channel for contact spread
[12, 13, 14]. The virus can also spread through a flock via an
aerogenic mechanism. As claimed by Leginagoikoa et al.
(2006), minimizing crowding and improving the ventilation
in animal housing facilities can decrease the risk of SRLV
infection in sheep. Unfortunately, to-date, factors directly
associated with animal welfare have gained little attention.
The significance of these factors, however, is demonstrated
by the higher frequency of SRLV infection in flocks of sheep
bred in closed sheepfolds, compared with flocks bred under
semi-intensive conditions involving the use of pastures [15].
OBJECTIVE
Due to the increased risk of SRLV infection in sheep bred
in an alcove system, this study sought to define the effect of
various selected factors associated with alcove breeding on
the frequency of SRLV infection in sheep.
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MATERIALS AND METHOD
Animals. Selected risk factors associated with SRLV infection
were analyzed among flocks of sheep from central-eastern
Poland. Ninety-eight flocks were selected for detailed
investigation and included 6,470 ewes and 15 breeds and lines
of sheep: Polish Merino (3.49% of the tested head age), Polish
Lowland (3.76%), Wielkopolska (2.76%), Zelazna (0.21%),
Uhruska (57.28%), Olkuska (2.39%), Polish Heath (0.72%),
Swiniarka (4.62%), Polish Mountain (3.01%), Podhale Zackel
(1.06%), Blackheaded Mutton (2.60%), Ile de France (2.91%),
Berrichone du Cher (3.56%), synthetic prolific meat line
BCP (7.01%), and SCP (4.62%). In this breed structure, the
Urhuska predominated. When selecting the flocks, it was
determined that all the breeds would be represented in the
under study group.
Data collection. On the day blood samples were collected
from the animals, the farmers were individually interviewed
by the research team using an own prepared questionnaire.
The questionnaires included both open and close-ended
questions. The aim of the questionnaire was to evaluate
potential risk factors conducive to the spread of SRLV in
sheep flocks, such as the construction material used for
livestock buildings, the area per ewe, feeding technology,
the presence of a forage passage, the place forage is stored,
material used for the livestock building roofing, factors
affecting animal welfare (deep/shallow litter, grillage
technology), and the frequency of manure removal. The
condition of the buildings was evaluated on a 5-point scale
(1-very bad, 2-bad, 3- moderate, 4-good, 5-very good).
The manager of every flock evaluated in the study was
affiliated with the Regional Union of Sheep and Goat Breeders
(RASGB), which supervises breeding work on the farms.
Additional information useful for the analyses and results
interpretation of the study, including the animals and their
turnover in the studied flocks, was gathered from information
provided by the RASGB.
Choice of sampling strategy. The flocks were stratified for
analysis [16, 17, 18]. The aim was to define the factors that
are conducive to the spread of lentivirus infections in sheep,
without the need to examine all of the animals. This made
it possible to plan the number of samples taken, taking into
consideration the analytical possibilities as they related to
the structure of a given flock characteristic to the region
being researched, and the accuracy assumed in advance,
which would reflect the measurement error. In order to
improve the effectiveness of the stratification, a multistage
cluster sampling scheme was applied. The flocks were divided
into groups (called ‘clusters’) based on size: small (1–11
individuals), medium (12–100 individuals), and large (>100
individuals). How many animals should be examined from
the flocks within a particular cluster was then calculated. It
was assumed that in order to reveal all seropositive flocks
in the study, the accuracy of determinations of the level of
infection within a flock would have to be no less than 8%,
regardless of its size.
A total of 2,925 sheep were singled out for serum sampling
from the overall population of 6,470 ewes bred in 98 brood
flocks of different sizes. The percentage of animals within
a particular flock from which serum samples were taken
differed and depended on the flock size. For example, as a

result of stratification, in small flocks (up to 11 sheep), serum
from all of the animals was examined, whereas in large flocks
(>100 animals), serum from 30% of the sheep in the flock
(chosen randomly) was analyzed.
Seroepidemiologic analyses. The identification of infected
animals and the epidemiological assessment of each flock
was made based on serological tests of blood serum samples.
Detection of specific antibodies against MVV was performed
using a commercially available ELISA test (MAEDI VISNA/
CAEV verification, IDEXX, Montpellier, France), according
to the manufacturer’s recommendations. This test was based
on indirect ELISA which uses an immunogenic peptid of a
transmembrane protein and the recombinant p28 protein
which enters into the composition of the viral capsid.
Sensitivity and diagnostic specificity of this ELISA kit are
99.8% and 99.7%, respectively.
Risk factor model development. In order to identify the
primary animal welfare and environmental condition risk
factors impacting the spread of lentivirus infections in sheep
and to define the pathways by which viruses of this type
spread, odds ratio (OR) were calculated. The OR represented
a universal measurement for defining and comparing the
impacts of particular risk factors. The chi-square test
was used to determine the significance of differences in
proportions, and the Mantel-Haenszel test was used for
corrected risk analyses. The data were analyzed using the
programme ‘R’, module ‘epir’ [19]. Calculations of point
estimates and confidence intervals were based on equations
reported by Rothman (2002) [20] and Jewell (2004) [21].
RESULTS
Various factors that could affect the risk of SRLV infection in
flocks of sheep from central-eastern Poland were evaluated
in the present study. Table 1 presents the results of analyses
of factors associated with livestock buildings. The material
used to build the sheepfolds did not significantly increase
the risk of lentivirus infections in the flocks (OR <1; p>0.05).
Similar results were obtained with respect to the condition of
the buildings. However, it was observed that SRLV infection
risk increased with an increase in area per ewe (OR 3.58
[95% CI 2.5, 5.12]). It is worth noting that in flocks where the
area per ewe was ≥5 m3, the prevalence was 12.95%, whereas
in other flocks it was lower (3.99%). The technology used
for animal maintenance had a considerably greater impact
on the increase in SRLV infection risk. The absence of a
forage passage significantly increased the risk index OR,
which in this case was 2.11 (95% CI 1.55, 2.88). Importantly,
the prevalence in flocks which had no forage passage was
almost twice that in flocks kept in sheepfolds with a passage
(11.92% vs. 6.03%). Storage of forage in the sheepfold attic
also significantly impacted the risk of infection (OR 1.82
[95% CI 1.43, 2.33]; p<0.0001). The prevalence for sheepfolds
in which large amounts of forage were stored in the attic
was 13.05%, vs. 7.61% for buildings without an attic. The
material used to construct the sheepfold roof covering was
also examined. It was observed that the use of a material
other than metal sheeting to cover the roof could increase
the lentivirus infection risk (OR 1.86 [95% CI 1.27, 2.74]). A
negative influence of asbestos roof covering was also found
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(OR 2.48 [95% CI 1.82, 3.36]). It should be noted that in all
the cases discussed in which a significant association was
found, the p-values were ≤0.001.
As shown in Table 1, the use of deep litter for sheep breeding
also significantly increased the risk of SRLV infection in the
flocks observed (OR 5.99 [95% CI 3.48, 10.33]). The prevalence
of infection was more than 5 times higher in flocks in which
animals were bred in deep litter versus those in which animals
were bred in shallow litter.
Table 1. The influence of factors associated with sheepfold buildings and
breeding technology on the increase in SRLV infection risk
Risk factor

Category

MVV
seropositivity
(+)

Wooden

41

439

Brick and other

257

2188

Moderate, bad,
and very bad

131

1289

Good and very
good

167

1338

≥5 m2

262

1761

<5 m

36

866

Sheepfold
with a forage
passage

No

246

1817

Yes

52

810

Storing
forage in an
attic

Yes

181

1206

No

117

1421

Asbestoscement
covering

267

2160

metal sheets

31

467

Deep

284

2028

Shallow

14

599

Once per year/
less frequently

207

1331

Twice per
year and more
frequently

91

1296

Type of
building

Building
condition

Area per ewe

Roof cover

Type of litter

Frequency
of manure
removal

2

OR (CI)

(−)
0.8
(0.56, 1.12)

0.81
(0.64, 1.04)

3.58
(2.5, 5.12)
2.11
(1.55, 2.88)
1.82
(1.43, 2.33)

1.86
(1.27, 2.74)

Prev.
(%)
8.54
10.51

p-value

0.192

9.23
0.094
11.10
12.95
3.99

<0.0001

11.92
6.03

<0.0001

13.05
7.61
11.00

<0.0001

0.0013

6.22
5.99
(3.48, 10.33)

12.28

<0.0001

2.28
2.21
(1.71, 2.87)

13.46

<0.0001

6.56

The risk index was also influenced by the frequency of
manure removal from the sheepfold. In flocks in which the
manure was removed only once per year, the SRLV infection
risk was higher (OR 2.21 [95% CI 1.71, 2.87]; p<0.0001).
DISCUSSION
The health of sheep used in breeding has a significant influence
on the end economic benefit [22, 23, 24, 25, 14, 26]. One factor
that significantly impacts animal health is the conditions
inside the animal housing facility. Inappropriate climate
conditions and/or air contamination inside the livestock
building can adversely affect animal health, resulting in a
loss in productivity [27].
This study evaluated a variety of factors that can affect the
risk of SRLV infection in sheep. As the results reveal, one
factor that can significantly increase the risk of lentivirus
infection is the means of feeding. In farms lacking a forage

passage, the risk was definitely higher. The absence of a
forage passage provided more space for the sheep to move
around, thus potentially increasing the amount of airborne
dust in the buildings. This link was supported by the higher
observed risk of SRLV in sheepfolds with more space per
ewe. This information, along with the increased risk of SRLV
infection in those flocks in which forage, such as hay and
straw, was stored in the attic directly above the animals,
suggests that the increased risk could be due to levels of
airborne contamination in the sheepfolds. Cambra-López
et al. [28] drew attention to the fact that airborne particulate
matter is considered the primary factor associated with poor
air quality in livestock buildings. The primary sources of
airborne contamination are forage, litter, and dried animal
excrement, which is consistent with the observations of
the present study. Storing forage in an attic is, on the one
hand, beneficial for the general thermal balance in the
sheepfold, as it serves as an insulating material, but on the
other hand, it constitutes an and in many cases it is a cause
of worsening animal health. It presume that this situation
could be caused by a larger dust in sheepfolds. This has
been demonstrated by other authors, who drew attention to
airborne contamination as a significant threat to the health
of animals and people working with them. The dangers of
airborne contamination are primarily associated with toxic
compounds and fungal spores that may be present in the
contaminated air [29, 30]. It must be stressed that inhalation
of airborne contaminants can be particularly dangerous, as
demonstrated by numerous epidemiologic studies [31, 32, 1].
As Danuser et al. [33] observed, farmers attending animals
in buildings with high levels of airborne contamination are
susceptible to more frequent episodes of chronic bronchitis.
This factor is also significant for the animals, as high levels of
airborne contamination can cause illnesses of the respiratory
system in them as well [34].
The risk of health problems caused by airborne
contamination is related to the size of the airborne dust
particles. The effects are more severe for tiny and very tiny
particles, as they can penetrate deeper into the respiratory
tract and reach the air sacks where they may induce
inflammation [35]. As indicated previously, organic dust
in livestock buildings can contain a variety of substances,
such as plant particles, animal pelage, urine, excrement, and
microorganisms. Organic dust can also facilitate the spread
of bacteria and pathogenic viruses harmful to both human
and animal health. Penetration of microorganisms into the
respiratory tract can be exacerbated by damage to respiratory
tissues caused by ammonia in livestock buildings, which can
be adsorbed onto dust particles [36]. It should be noted that
live bacteria and viruses in contaminated air can have a high
survival capability, which favours the spread of infections [37,
38]. Collectively, these data provide a considerable amount of
information concerning the role livestock building conditions
play in SRLV infection risk. Both the lack of a forage passage
and forage storage conditions influence the level of airborne
contamination in livestock buildings. It should also be noted
that breeding sheep in deep litter (which can increase the
amount of ammonia in the air) is also conducive to the spread
of lentivirus infections, as microorganisms can survive longer
in the upper layers of deep litter, primarily due to favorable
humidity and temperature conditions [39].
The current analyses of the effect of the type of roof
covering in sheepfolds demonstrate the significant
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impact of environmental conditions, including airborne
contamination, on the risk of lentivirus infection. The risk
decreases if the roof is covered with metal sheeting (i.e.,
material with a smooth surface). As reported by various
authors, surface porosity affects the settling of dust and
humidity. Moreover, surfaces with higher porosity can
facilitate the survival of bacteria and viruses. An example of
such a material pertinent to this study is asbestos. Asbestos is
a very popular material used for roof construction in Eastern
Europe [40]; however, due to its known adverse health effects,
particularly for humans, the European Union ordered that
it should be removed by 2032, a process that is currently
ongoing. The danger of asbestos results primarily from its
corrosion due to atmospheric conditions and mechanical
damage. In such cases, respirable fibers are released into the
atmosphere, which can cause respiratory system damage if
inhaled [41]. A significant characteristic of asbestos is its high
porosity, which increases when it is damaged. The resulting
pores can be ideal places for dust to settle, and this dust can
carry pathogenic microorganisms [37, 38, 35]. The results of
the presented study demonstrate that the risk of lentivirus
infection in sheep is significantly higher in animals housed
in livestock buildings with asbestos roof covering.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of the presented study indicate that environmental
factors associated with the housing facility significantly affect
the risk of SRLV infection in sheep. Special attention should
be given to technologies used in sheep breeding and how these
technologies affect airborne contaminant levels. In animal
husbandry, only those technologies that will substantially
limit levels of airborne contaminants in livestock buildings
should be employed. In developing future programmes aimed
at eliminating SRLV infections in sheep, improvements in
the zoohygenic conditions of the flock of sheep being bred
should also be taken into consideration.
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